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MOTION TO STRIKE OF THE STAFF OF THE  
ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

 

Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), by and through its 

undersigned counsel, and pursuant to Sections 200.190 and 200.680 of the Illinois 

Commerce Commission’s (“Commission”) Rules of Practice, 83 Ill. Adm. Code 200.190 

and 200.680, hereby moves to strike all or portions of the Direct Testimony of Northern 

Moraine Wastewater Reclamation District (“NMWRD” or the “District”) witness Kenneth 

A. Michaels, Jr. (NMWRD Exhibit 1.0), his Rebuttal Testimony (NMWRD Exhibit 6.0), 

and the Rebuttal Testimony of NMWRD witness George O. Roach (NMWRD Exhibit 

5.0).  As discussed more fully below, Staff seeks to strike Mr. Michaels’ Direct 

Testimony and Rebuttal Testimony in whole or in part on the basis that: 1) corporations 

cannot practice law, not even through officers who are licensed attorneys; 2) the 
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witness is rendering a legal opinion and conclusion; 3) the testimony is irrelevant; and 4) 

the witness makes a collateral attack on the Commission’s Ruling of September 26, 

2006, which denied NMWRD’s Application for Rehearing and Motion to Stay 

Enforcement of Order.  Furthermore, Staff seeks to strike Mr. Roach’s Rebuttal 

Testimony in whole on the basis that it addresses issues beyond the scope of the 

instant proceeding.  In support thereof, Staff states as follows: 

I. Mr. Michaels Gave up His Right to Act as a NMWRD Witness by Acting as 
Legal Counsel 

 
   1. On March 9, 2007, Kenneth A. Michaels, Jr. filed his appearance as one 

of the attorneys for NMWRD.  On April 20, 2007, Kenneth A. Michaels, Jr. filed his 

Direct Testimony, wherein he states, “I have been a trustee of the District since 

approximately 1994.  I was also Treasurer of the District from 1994 through 2006, and 

became its President in 2006.”  (NMWRD Exhibit 1.0, page 2, lines 14-15.)  Next, Mr. 

Michaels states in his Rebuttal Testimony, “My testimony also presented my opinion as 

both a lawyer and the District’s President…”  (NMWRD Exhibit 6.0, page 1, lines 9-10.)  

Thus, Kenneth A. Michaels, Jr. as of March 9, 2007, was wearing the two hats of both 

counsel and officer of NMWRD. 

2. Accordingly, on March 9, 2007, Mr. Michaels gave up his right to act as a 

witness on behalf of NMWRD.1  The relevant statute states in part, 

705 ILCS 220/1 [Corporation may not practice law] 
 
Sec.1. It shall be unlawful for a corporation to practice law or appear as an 
attorney at law for any reason in any court in this state or before any 
judicial body. . . 
      * * * 

                                                 
1 Arguably, this date could be March 8, 2007, the date upon which Mr. Michaels first represented 
NMWRD at a status hearing held in the instant proceeding. 
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Sec. 4. The fact that any such officer, trustee, agent or employee shall be 
a duly and regularly admitted attorney at law shall not be held to permit or 
allow any such corporation to do the acts prohibited herein, nor shall such 
fact constitute a defense upon the trial of any of the persons mentioned 
herein for a violation of the provisions of this act. 
 

Corporations act only through their attorneys. (See McDonough County Orphange v. 

Burnhart, 5 Ill. 2d 230, 240 (1955).)  Unfortunately, there is no ability to roll back the 

clock and give Mr. Michaels a choice between acting as an officer of NMWRD or 

representing NMWRD as counsel.  Instead, Mr. Michaels made the choice to serve as 

counsel; therefore, all of his testimony must be stricken from the record.  

II. Mr. Michaels’ Direct Testimony and Rebuttal Testimony Constitute 
Impermissible Expert Legal Opinion Testimony 

 
 3. It is a well-settled proposition that the rules of evidence generally prohibit 

the introduction of expert legal opinion testimony: 

. . .  Because expert opinions on purely legal questions of American law 
are not admissible for any purpose, Professor First's declaration is hereby 
stricken. See In re Initial Public Offering Sec. Litig., 174 F. Supp. 2d 61, 63 
(S.D.N.Y. 2001)("The rule prohibiting experts from providing their legal 
opinions or conclusions is 'so well-established that it is often deemed a 
basic premise or assumption of evidence law -- a kind of axiomatic 
principle.'" (quoting Thomas Baker, The Impropriety of Expert Witness 
Testimony on the Law, 40 U. Kan. L. Rev. 325, 352 (1992).) 
 

United States v. Bodmer, 342 F. Supp. 2d 176, 182, fn. 7 (S.D.N.Y. 2004).  Illinois 

courts follow this general rule excluding the introduction of expert legal opinion 

testimony.  In Mache v. Mache, 218 Ill. App. 3d 1069 (1st Dist. 1991) (“Mache”), the 

Court explained the general standard applicable to expert opinion testimony in Illinois: 

 The modern standard of admissibility of expert testimony is whether 
the testimony will aid the trier of fact in its understanding of the facts 
presented at trial.  (Johnson v. Commonwealth Edison Co. (1985), 133 Ill. 
App. 3d 472, 482, 478 N.E.2d 1057.) While an expert may express an 
opinion on an ultimate issue, expert opinions are generally not admissible 
on matters of which the trier of fact is knowledgeable unless the subject is 
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difficult of comprehension and the testimony will aid the trier of fact in 
understanding it.  (McCormick v. McCormick (1988), 180 Ill. App. 3d 184, 
205, 536 N.E.2d 419.) 
 

Id. at 1077.  Applying this standard, the Court in Mache held that proposed testimony, 

which applied facts to the relevant law, constituted a legal opinion that did not touch 

upon matters beyond the understanding or comprehension of the trial court and was 

properly excluded: 

 A review of the offer of proof contained in the record reveals that 
Dr. Braun merely applied the facts of the case to the relevant law and 
opined that Gerhard was in a dependent relationship with Anna and that 
she exerted undue influence over him with regard to the transfers of funds.  
In essence, the proposed testimony constituted nothing more than a legal 
opinion and did not touch upon matters beyond the understanding or 
comprehension of the court.  The trial court is allowed wide discretion in 
determining the admissibility of such testimony, and we find no abuse of 
that discretion in the instant cause. 
 

Id.  The decision in Mache is particularly relevant in the context of Commission 

proceedings because – similar to Commission proceedings where decisions are made 

by the administrative law judges and commissioners -- that case involved a decision 

where the judge – rather than a jury -- was the trier of fact.  Id. at 1070, 1074 (Ruling 

upholding exclusion of legal opinion testimony in an appeal from a denial of a 

preliminary injunction upon a ruling by the trial court on a motion for a directed finding.) 

 4. Application of the above-described expert opinion testimony standard to 

the case at hand shows that the last two pages of Mr. Michaels’ Direct Testimony and 

the sum and substance of his Rebuttal Testimony are impermissible expert legal opinion 

testimony.  Mr. Michaels makes clear that his testimony presents and is based on legal 

principles and opinions starting with the general statement, “My testimony also 

presented my opinion as both a lawyer and the District’s President…”  (NMWRD Exhibit 
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6.0, page 1, lines 9-10.)  Mr. Michaels’ statements and conclusions leave no doubt that 

he is offering his opinion regarding what the Commission must or cannot do in this 

proceeding, discrediting Staff’s knowledge of the law, or otherwise applying his view of 

the facts to the law.  

III. Mr. Michaels’ Direct Testimony and Rebuttal Testimony Should be Stricken 
in Their Entirety 

 
5.  Staff opines that all of Mr. Michaels’ Direct Testimony should be stricken 

from the record as corporations in Illinois cannot practice law.  However, in the event all 

of the subject testimony is not stricken from the record, at the very least, certain lines 

discussed below must be stricken as irrelevant and containing impermissible expert 

legal opinion testimony.  Such “testimony” represents legal argument that may be 

appropriate for inclusion in briefs, but does not constitute appropriate expert opinion 

testimony.  Throughout the last two pages of Mr. Michaels’ Direct Testimony, he renders 

a legal conclusion and legal opinion on Federal and State law.  For instance, he states, 

“…this proceeding is Rockwell’s legally unauthorized challenge to the District’s legal 

rights and obligations…under the [F]ederal Clean Water Act and the Illinois Water 

Quality Management Plan…asking the Commission to ignore…the District’s legal 

rights and obligations under the Sanitary District Act of 1917. ...potentially precedent-

setting legal issues that could seriously impair the ability of the District to carry out its 

legal rights and duties.  (NMWRD Exhibit 1.0, page 10, lines 12-18.)  Mr. Michaels has 

stated a legal conclusion and opinion five times in three sentences.  The only portion of 

pages 10-11 that does not offer prohibited legal opinion testimony is lines 8-14, 

describing in general terms NMWRD’s land ownership.  Therefore, all of pages 10 and 
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11, excluding lines 8-14 of said testimony, is improper and must be stricken from the 

record.  

6.  In the event all of the subject testimony is not stricken from the record, the 

following must be stricken as irrelevant and based on a legal conclusion.   Throughout 

Mr. Michaels’ Rebuttal Testimony, he renders a legal conclusion and legal opinion on 

issues ranging from standing to Federal and State law.  For instance, in his Rebuttal 

Testimony he states, “My testimony also presented my opinion as both a lawyer and 

the District’s President that Rockwell has no legal standing to seek, let alone obtain, a 

Certificate of Convenience and Necessity…” (NMWRD Exhibit 6.0, page 1, lines 9-11.)  

This constitutes a legal conclusion and opinion; therefore, said testimony is improper. 

The legal opinions and conclusions continue throughout Mr. Michaels’ Rebuttal 

Testimony at: 1) page 1, lines 14, 15-16, that state, “…the Staff filed Data Requests 

TQS 2.1 through 2.13, which demonstrated that Staff has likely never faced this type of 

issue before and simply was unaware that other State and Federal laws impose clear 

conditions precedent…”  Mr. Michaels is offering his legal opinion regarding Staff’s 

understanding of State and Federal statutes based upon a Data Request to NMWRD. 

Such testimony is legal opinion testimony used to discredit Staff in the eyes of the 

Commission.  Even if such an opinion had merit, the proper place to present such 

arguments is in briefs-not testimony.  

Also, Mr. Michaels’ legal opinion testimony continues on page 1, lines 17-18, 19-

20; 2) page 2, lines 9-11, 13-15, 19-20; and 3) page 3, lines 1-2, 8-9, 10-11.  While such 

legal conclusions and opinions may be appropriate in briefs, they are highly 

inappropriate and irrelevant in testimony, and must be stricken from the record.  The 
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only part of Mr. Michaels’ Rebuttal Testimony that is not a legal opinion is his reference 

to an exhibit at page 3, lines 15-19.  While such testimony may be admissible, it is 

duplicative, adding nothing to the record.  As such, these lines should also be stricken.  

7. Staff argues that all of Mr. Michaels’ Direct Testimony and Rebuttal 

Testimony should be stricken from the record as corporations in Illinois cannot practice 

law.  However, in the event all of the subject testimony is not stricken from the record, 

the following must be stricken as a collateral attack on a prior Commission decision.  

The witness makes a collateral attack on the Commission’s Ruling of September 26, 

2006.  NMWRD filed an Amended Application for Rehearing on September 20, 2006 

and a Motion to Stay Enforcement [of the Temporary Certificate] on September 18, 

2006.  Both of these requests were denied by the Commission on September 26, 2006.  

While stating yet another legal opinion, Mr. Michaels makes a collateral attack and 

asserts, “The law is very clear that Rockwell was required to notify the DMA – that is, 

the District – when it filed its Petition for a temporary Certificate.” (NMWRD Exhibit 6.0, 

page 2, lines 9 -11.)  This specific testimony is a collateral attack on the Commission’s 

September 26, 2006 Ruling and should be stricken. 

8. For all the reasons stated above, all of the Direct Testimony of NMWRD 

witness Kenneth A. Michaels, Jr. (NMWRD Exhibit 1.0) and all of his Rebuttal 

Testimony (NMWRD Exhibit 6.0) should be stricken from the record.  In the alternative, 

the testimony previously identified as irrelevant, rendering a legal opinion and 

conclusion, and presenting a collateral attack, should be stricken.  

IV. Mr. Roach’s Rebuttal Testimony Should be Stricken in its Entirety Since it 
Addresses Matters Beyond the Scope of the Instant Proceeding 
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9. In Staff’s opinion, Mr. Roach’s Rebuttal Testimony (NMWRD Exhibit 5.0) 

should be stricken in its entirety.  Mr. Roach discusses an accounting deficiency in the 

presentation of costs and assumptions used in Schedules DRM 3-1 and DRM 4-1, 

which were Rockwell Utilities, Inc.’s (“Rockwell”) pro forma statements of income, which 

were attached to the Direct Testimony of David R. Monie (Rockwell Exhibit 3.0).  Mr. 

Roach further testifies that Rockwell omitted certain operating expense information from 

Schedules DRM 3-1 and DRM 4-1, which he claims leads to an inadequacy in rates.    

However, at the March 14, 2007 status hearing in this matter, the Administrative Law 

Judge determined that Rockwell’s request for a rate increase would not be considered 

in the instant proceeding and ordered Rockwell to re-file its Direct Testimony.  (Tr., p. 

100.)  When Rockwell filed its Revised Direct Testimony on March 21, 2007, Schedules 

DRM 3-1 and DRM 4-1 were properly not included with Mr. Monie’s Revised Direct 

Testimony (Rockwell Ex. 3.0R).   

In his Rebuttal Testimony, Mr. Roach now improperly claims that Rockwell 

underestimated its operating expenses.  He adds several operating expense items that 

purportedly demonstrate that Rockwell will not be able to operate the system with the 

projected revenues without substantial borrowings from Kirk Corporation, which could 

lead to Rockwell’s insolvency.  He also claims that Rockwell has no intention of paying 

down the debt to Kirk Corporation, completely ignoring Rockwell’s intention to refinance 

the debt with external borrowings.  Not only were these issues not addressed in 

NMWRD’s Direct Testimony but also they are issues that are based on schedules no 

longer being offered by Rockwell witness Monie as a result of the Administrative Law 
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Judge’s ruling.  As such, Staff believes Mr. Roach’s Rebuttal Testimony should be 

stricken in its entirety.  

 

V. Conclusion 
                   

WHEREFORE, for the foregoing reasons, Staff respectfully requests that the 

Commission: 

1. Strike in their entirety the Direct Testimony and Rebuttal Testimony of 

NMWRD witness Kenneth A. Michaels, Jr.; 

2. In the alternative, strike portions of the Direct Testimony and Rebuttal 

Testimony of Kenneth A. Michaels as indicated in Paragraphs 5, 6 and 7 of 

this Motion to Strike;  

3. Strike in its entirety the Rebuttal Testimony of NMWRD witness George O. 

Roach; and 

4. Allow such other and further relief as the Commission deems appropriate. 

 

       Respectfully submitted, 

        

       LINDA M. BUELL 
       MICHAEL R. BOROVIK 
 
       Counsel for the Staff of the Illinois 
       Commerce Commission 
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May 30, 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LINDA M. BUELL 
Office of General Counsel 
Illinois Commerce Commission 
527 East Capitol Avenue 
Springfield, IL  62701 
Phone:  (217) 557-1142 
Fax:  (217) 524-8928 
E-mail:  lbuell@icc.illinois.gov
 
 
 
MICHAEL R. BOROVIK 
Office of General Counsel  
Illinois Commerce Commission 
160 North LaSalle Street, Suite C-800 
Chicago, IL  60601 
Phone:  (312) 814-2908 
Fax:  (312) 793-1556 
mborovik@icc.illinois.gov
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